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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this work is to contribute to the fundamental

understanding of fluid turbulence by visualizing its detailed flow

structures. Examination of these coherent structures gives information

about the turbulent flow that cannot be deduced from its statistics.

This information should reduce the role of empiricism in the analysis

of turbulence.

The experimental method chosen is to visualize a turbulent plane free

shear layer using stop-action photography of a phosphorescing trace gas.

Choice of 1) direct photo-excitation, 2) collisional excitation, or

3) collisional de-excitation of the phosphorescencing gas with a planar

light beam, permits identification of the emission with a cross-sectional

map of the material from one stream that is 1) throughout the flow,

2) molecularly mized with material from the other free stream (alone),

or 3) molecularly unmixed.

The plane shear layer visualized has been specified experimentally.

Extant requirements for self-preservation are insufficient in general,

and make the claim of self-preservation for the experimental flow only

probable and not definite.

A large data set using all three variations of the visualization

technique show structures that imply a large amount of new information

about turbulent mixing and turbuoent processes.

The data shows the structures to be simply connected, with slow

variation out of the mean flow plane. Specifically, there is a simply

connected region of mixed fluid that always separates material entering

the layer from the free streams.
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Collisional excitation and quenching data strongly imply a turbulent

mixing process of random bursting from the free stream, followed by internal

viscous decay. The complementary process of turbulent entrainment is

recorded in the quenching photos as nibbling of the free stream by the

layer, together with a randomly occurring large local amplification of this

nibbling, previously thought to be engulfment by the boundary.
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SYMBOLS

c = arbitrary constant

C = concentration

d = distance

F = general flow variable

F = tabulated mean velocity profile function

h = Planck's constant - 6.626 x 10 erg-sec

I = intensity

S= layer width

K = Kolmogorov length scale

nB number of Benzene molecules per unit volume

nBD = number of Butanedione molecules per unit volume

n* = number of excited molecules per unit volume

u = velocity of turbulent fluctuations

th *th
ui., u. = velocity in the i , or j direction

U = lower free stream velocity

U = free stream velocity difference

U upper free stream velocity

x = distance in streamwise direction

y = distance normal to the plane of the shear layer

E = energy dissipation rate per unit mass ( le. 3
time

E= extinction coefficient
a U - U

- u e
U + Ue

u e

yi = coefficient of viscosity
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kinematic viscosity

x

p = density

similarity parameter

= time average
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The aim of this work is to contribute to the fundamental understand-

ing of fluid turbulence by visualizing its detailed flow structures.

In this approach, coherent spatial and velocity structures are assumed

to result in the statistical behavior of a turbulent flow. Examination

of these structures then gives information about the turbulent flow that

cannot be deduced from the statistics of the flow.

At this time the analysis of turbulence is semi-empirical. The

statistical description of turbulence is well established, and has been

explored to the point of exhaustion. Its weakness is that it is incom-

plete as an a priori analytic tool for predicting the details of the mean

and fluctuating properties of a turbulent flow. The gap in the descrip-

tion is filled by various approaches that utilize empirical statements

about the flow. Eddy viscosities, mixing length hypotheses, and assump-

tions on higher order moments of the fluctuating Navier-Stokes equations,

are just a few. These involve varying constants, fudge factors, and

a good deal of acrobatic mathematics.

Now, however, the deceptiveness of turbulence has been coming to

light. It appears that the notion of turbulence as a totally random

process is not entirely correct. As the study of turbulent statistics

became more sophisticated, researchers began to notice correlations in

fully turbulent flows. Discovery of "large eddies" in turbulent flows

marked the beginning of the physical understanding of turbulence. What

has hindered this progress is the belief that since turbulence is random,

it is not useful to know the specific dynamics that cause the motion.
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This view is still pervasive.

Kolmogorov, who deduced a lower limit on turbulent motions, may be

looked upon as the originator of what is known as the structural approach.

From his work developed the notion of an energy cascade from large to

small "eddies" and thence to viscous dissipation as heat.

Paralleling the statistical description is the phenomenological

approach. Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis is foremost among these

attempts at completing statistical analyses. Unfortunately, this approach

has been found to be of limited value because its models are not rigorous

enough. These phenomenological theories are united by their imprecision

and their lack of detailed experimental foundation.

Viewed in this light, the structural approach to turbulence is one

logical direction to proceed to complete the statistical analysis of

turbulent flows. It only awaits adequate experimental techniques.

This work demonstrates part of the tremendous potential of the

structural approach to turbulence through the application of the phospho-

rescent gas visualization technique to a plane shear layer. The use of

direct photo-excitation, collisional excitation, or collisional de-exci-

tation of a phosphorescing gas in one stream by a planar light beam gives

data from which deductions can be made that give fundamental new informa-

tion on turbulent processes.
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CHAPTER II

The Flow

2.1 A Plane Shear Layer: the best way to study turbulent structures.

Analysis of different turbulent flows seems to indicate that a plane

shear layer is the best flow to examine to find a general coherent struc-

ture of turbulence.

As in many flows, the turbulence in a plane shear layer becomes self-

preserving far enough from the origin of the layer. Here self-preservation

means that flow variables are only a function of local properties:

F = f(y/1) (1)

This condition refers only to the statistical properties of the flow, but

these properties must become independent of the specifics of the apparatus

before the structures do. Implications about the flow go from structures

to statistics. If the structures are self-preserving, the statistics must

be. However, in practice, if the statistics are self-preserving the struc-

tures need not be, since the specification of the statistics is always

incomplete. Specifying all of the moments of the fluctuating quantities

specifies those quantities, but at this time there is no way of knowing how

many of the infinite number of moments must be determined.

An illustration of the insufficiency of statistical self-preservation

is seen in the mean velocity profile of the flow, one of the simplest

statistics of the flow. These profiles come to equilibrium long before

the flow is self-preserving in the current full statistical sense.1

Looking beyond basic self-preservation, a plane free shear layer has

two properties that are crucial for the existence of a fundamental turbu-
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lent structure. Firstthe boundaries of the turbulent layer are determined

by the turbulence itself, rather than being a constraint on the internal

structure. Second, the turbulence is maintained by a constant energy input

from the mean flow, so that the structures should be in dynamic equilibrium.

Implicit in the first property is the assumption that there is one uni-

versal structure involved in turbulence (perhaps a few). This structure

would take on different forms for different flows, depending on the con-

straints placed on the particular flow. To examine this universal struc-

ture one chooses its most undistorted form, i.e. free boundary conditions.

[At this point it should be made clear that structure refers to coherence

in velocity space, position space or both.] Furthermore, some external

constraints on the origin of the flow impose spurious structures on the

flow. An example of this is the extreme persistence of shed vortices in

wake flows. Initial conditions of a free shear layer take the form of an

initial momentum thickness, which can be reduced to a small value by bound-

ary layer suction.

The second property concerns turbulence as an energy transfer process

from the meanflow to heat (viscous dissipation). The transfer is steady

only for constant energy input, e.g. from the fixed velocity difference of

a free shear layer. Any universal structure must develop from some

initial state asymptotically to its final form. This structure must be in-

herent in turbulence as a momentum transfer process, and therefore should

only develop to the final state if the driving force is kept constant. In

other words, the structure must develop in dynamic equilibrium.

The existence of a universal structure cannot be taken for granted.

Contrasted with a plane shear layer are jets and wakes, which have a con-

stant total kinetic energy surplus or deficit with respect to the main flow
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that diffuses and is gradually dissipated by viscosity. Both these flows

become self preserving in the sense given above while the turbulence it-

self is decaying. It is possible that there is a unique structure for

each type of flow.

There does not seem to be a general argument for or against a univer-

sal structure for turbulence, aside from the assumption that the fact of

its stochastic behavior makes it impossible. This assumption seems to be

false, from examination of the data presented in Appendix II.

A plane shear layer has the added advantage of geometric simplicity,

implying two-dimensionality for the mean properties of the flow. The

turbulent structure itself is highly three-dimensional, of course.

2.2 Description of a Plane Shear Layer

A plane shear layer has two types of fundamental boundary conditions.

One concerns the flow outside the shear layer and undisturbed by it; the

"free streams" are specified by their velocities and their turbulence

levels. The other type is the specification of the flow at its spatial

origin. This specification consists of the location of the end of the

physical separation (splitter plate) between the two free streams, together

with the description of the flow that first separates these free streams

in the form of shed boundary layers from the splitter plate.

These conditions are adequate to specify the mixing layer completely

in the ideal case. However, it seems there are no a priori statements

about mixing layer properties that can be made as of this writing based on

a knowledge of these conditions. None at all.

Given that the mixing layer has been experimentally shown to be self-

preserving in the sense defined above, the layer width then can be shown
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to be: L = cx (2)

from the point of self preservation onward. Furthermore GO'rtler was able

to derive a form for the mean self-preserving velocity profile based on

Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis.

u v
= + A erfE + AV F' e) (3)(U+u +Uz)f2 v=2 v

E G (a similarity parameter) (4)x

U - Ut
A U(5)

Uu +

3F' is a tabulated function. This is useful because it agrees well with
V

experimental measurements despite the limitations of the assumption.

These predictions are of little use to an experimentalist trying to

predict closely the behavior of a particular shear layer. The unspecified

aspect of the shear layer is the developing portion, where the layer grows

more rapidly than it does when self-preserving. Furthermore, the length

of this region depends in an unknown way on the initial momentum thickness

at the end of the splitter plate, the absolute velocities of the free

streams, their velocity difference, and the free stream turbulence level.

Fortunately, despite the lack of progress from fundamental principles,

there has been a great deal of progress in understanding the physical pro-

cesses involved in turbulence. This physical understanding has proceeded

by various independent paths, almost none of them based on the assumption

of some coherent structure within the turbulence itself.

The phenomenon of turbulence that emerges is complex. Its aspects occur

within a statistical framework, but many are definitely not implied by the

statistics, like the coherent structures considered here.
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The best way to begin explaining the understanding of turbulence as

applied to a plane shear layer is to state the quantities almost always

used in the statistical description of the flow. The basic approach is

one of separating the flow into mean and fluctuating components. For a

constant density (and constant temperature) flow the quantities used at

first seem to be the same as for other flows: velocity, pressure and

kinetic energy. Contrary to fluid motion in general, however, vorticity

is an inherent and fundamental characteristic of turbulence, on all scales

of the flow.

Particular turbulent flows are seen primarily in the light of mean

quantities such as velocity, position and spreading. Fluctuating quanti-

ties have almost gaussian distributions, confirming the random nature of

the turbulence. The divergences from the normal distribution are

necessary theoretically to explain many aspects of turbulence, such as

growing vorticity. Thus, while the mean fluctuating quantities are zero

by definition, averages of moments of these quantities are often non-zero

and sometimes can be given physical interpretations. The most common of

these is -. , where - denotes time average. The collection of these

terms makes up the Reynolds stress, a fictitious shear and pressure tensor

arising from the fluctuating quantities in the mean Navier-Stokes equa-

tions.

Many other correlations are used and measured. Terms of u

are the only quantities of competing importance, as the moments

become of higher and higher order and more and more obscure. Similar

moments of vorticity are not common, apparently due to the lesser physical

understanding of vorticity and its dynamics.
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An immediate consequence of considering fluctuating quantities is

the analysis of their frequency spectra, i.e. fourrier analysis. The de-

composition does not necessarily mean that turbulence is a wave phenomenon.

Turbulent motions can be split up into various frequency domains

where, in particular, the turbulent energy varies as a different function

of frequency. This result comes from physical arguments about the inter-

action between turbulent elements within the flow that have different

spatial frequency.

In this way, the notion of a turbulent "eddy" was formed to repre-

sent turbulent motion of a certain length scale associated with a fre-

quency. The idea of an eddy as a coherent physical entity has been care-

fully avoided, as is the case with the wave description. Turbulence in

a shear layer does have an obvious variation in scale. Motions are

seen to vary from those involving the entire layer, to a scale where

viscosity prevents steeper gradients in velocity. This scale, the

Kolmogorov length scale, is a property of the fluid and the rate at which

energy is dissipated.

k = 3 1/4

V= kinematic viscosity E = energy dissipation rate per unit mass.

The two natural scale extremes form the ends of an entire spectrum of

eddy sizes. Furthermore these eddies, consistent with these scale limits,

form an energy transfer cascade. Energy is first extracted from the mean

flow by the large eddies, then it is continously transferred down the

scale range to the smallest eddies where it is finally dissipated as heat

by viscosity.
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Just as the mean flow provides energy to the turbulence, it

supplies the fluid that enables the layer to grow. The energy transfer

process results from the straining of the vorticity within the turbulent

layer by the mean flow field. The process of fluid addition, called

entrainment, proceeds by two processes. The first appears to be a large

scale engulfing of fluid in the free stream by the layer. The second is

a slower nibbling of the free stream by the diffusion of the boundary of

the turbulent layer.

The boundary of turbulent fluid is the transition from the turbulence

inside the layer to the potential flow in the free stream. Unexpectedly,

it is sharp and continuous,denoted by large gradients of vorticity.5 It

is also highly convoluted, and forms a region of the mean flow that is

occasionally turbulent. This region, contrasting the interior fully

turbulent flow is described as intermittent. The intermittency is again

approximately gaussian.

Lastly, the effects of the turbulent layer are not confined to the

layer itself. The flow outside the layer, although distinct from the

layer because of the lack of vorticity,does undergo irrotational

fluctuating motions caused by the varying turbulent boundary location.

The sum total of the present physical understanding described above

is part of a unified whole, unique to turbulence. The description here

proceeds in a connected manner, but the characteristics discussed are

disjoint parts of the present analysis of turbulent flows.

2.3 Self-preservation of a Plane Shear Layer

When searching for general flow structures in a plane shear layer,

it is crucial that the flow be self-preserving at the point of examination.
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Unfortunately, the criteria for attaining self-preservation have not yet

been resolved.

There are two presently used conditions for determining when self-

preservation will be reached. The first and oldest is that the Reynolds

number, based on the velocity difference and the distance from the end

5
of the splitter plate, be greater than 4 x 105. A more recent and more

stringent condition of 1000 initial momentum thicknesses downstream has

6
been proposed by Bradshaw. Neither of these conditions are sufficient

by themselves.

The basic question is: how long is the developing segment of a

plane shear layer? A specification of Reynolds number as above assumes

that the achievement of self-preservation is a case of full transition

from laminar motion to turbulent motion. The first iteration on this

theme was made when it was realized that some laminar motions such as

large vortices persisted in a modified form well after the apparent transi-

tion to turbulence had taken place. The criterion was then modified to

one demanding that any initial structure should have sufficient distance

to be obliterated by the truly turbulent motions.

Later, Brown and Roshko achieved some striking visualization of

coherent waves in a plane shear layer. They satisfied the Reynolds

number criterion, but not the initial momentum thickness criterion. On

further inspection, they discovered transition effects downstream, even

though the velocity profile they had found was self-preserving.

In a critique of their work, Chandrasuda and Bradshaw8 bring in

another pertinent effect: the free stream turbulence level. The

exterior turbulence partially controls the transition to turbulence of
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the layer. Turbulence in the free stream tends to randomize the initial

layer, and provide the developing layer with entrained fluid that is

partially turbulent.

There is yet another effect to be considered. The length needed to

achieve self-preservation is also controlled by the absolute stream

velocities through simple convection of the developing layer.

All these four criteria must be applied together to get a true indi-

cation of self-preservation, although one or two will usually be more

stringent than the rest. The worst combination of the four, in terms of

distance from the splitter plate tip to the approach of self-preservation,

is large absolute velocities with a small velocity difference, extremely

low free stream turbulence levels, and a large initial momentum thickness.

The best case in the same sense is just the opposite.

At this time, the best that an experimentalist can do is exceed all

the known criteria, and document the four relevant quantities, awaiting

a definitive answer about when the shear layer becomes self-preserving.

2.4 Specification of the Experimental Plane Shear Layer

For a real shear layer inside a wind tunnel, more boundary conditions

than the flow at the plane of the splitter plate tip must be given to

uniquely determine the entire flow field downstream. The walls containing

the flow and the tunnel exhaust may both have an effect on the layer.

Furthermore, the experiment described here uses a blowdown wind tunnel,

making the time history of the flow crucial for knowing that the shear

layer has reached its steady state form when the visualization is done.

The blowdown wind tunnel is shown in Figure 1. At the time of the

test, it generates two uniform, parallel streams at the streamwise
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location of the splitter plate tip, each with a velocity of 0-10m/sec.

The turbulence level in each stream is 3-4%. The initial momentum thick-

ness shed from the splitter plate is measured to be Z 2.0mm by a hot wire

anemometer for 5m/sec stream speeds.

At the centerof the visualization view, 96cm downstream of the split-

ter plate tip, the flow has been accelerated about 7% due to boundary

layer growth on the 30cm diameter, cylindrical tunnel walls. For the

same velocities of 6.0 and 7.0m/sec used for most tests, the mixing layer

is about 3.0cm thick (95% of free stream velocity). The measured mean

velocity profile for these conditions is shown in Figure 2, together with

a traverse of the layer that shows the turbulent fluctuations in the flow,

and the position of the layer.

For the above nominal flow, the implications for self-preservation

can be summed up. The Reynolds number at the inspection station is
PU x

Re - 7 x 10 (U = velocity difference) for the bulk gas, Argon.
ii s

The center of view is 500 initial momentum thicknesses downstream. These

numbers tend to imply self-preservation has not quite been reached by

the above present requirements. However, the high turbulence level of

3-4% of the free stream velocity (20-30% Us for 6 and 7m/sec flows) would

indicate earlier self-preservation. This is also true of the low flow

velocities. Thus it seems reasonable to assume the flow is self-preser-

vating, but a definite statement cannot be made at this time.

The exhaust conditions and the time development of the flow are

apparently not significant. The flow is effectively terminated by high

pressure drop screens three tunnel diameters downstream from the inspec-

tion station. Changing these screens (different on top & bottom) had no
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effect on the flow at the inspection station, showing that its influence

does not extend that far upstream. '

The development of the flow in the blowdown tunnel is such that all

measurable quantities have clearly reached their steady state values

(see Figure 11). Free stream velocities measured with a hot wire at the

inspection station are steady state at the time the flow is photographed.

Furthermore, the shear layer has had 10 flow times from the splitter

plate to the inspection station to develop with the free streams at their

steady state velocities.
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CHAPTER III

The Visualization Technique

3.1 Flow Visualization Methods

The approach taken here is to examine the turbulent structures within

a shear layer. There are many ways to get information about these struc-

tures, but all seek to understand the topology and dynamics that describe

them.

The biggest problem with any technique for analyzing structures is

that the information recorded is never obviously tied to a structure. This

fact is the reason that the structural approach has been so slow to develop

experimentally.

The methods in use at present for deducing structures are:

1) point velocity measurement (hot wire, laser doppler

velocimetry)

2) point scalar measurement (temperature, species probes)

3) fluid tracers

4) schlieren photographs

5) shadowgraphs

6) holography

There are various problems with these techniques, some of which are inher-

ent in the methods, and some inherent in the turbulent structures them-

selves.

The most obvious problem with 1) or 2) is the necessity of inferring

a three dimensional structure from a point measurement. This limitation

has been only partially overcome by correlating velocities at various
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points to deduce the existence of large eddies.9

Shadowgraphs and Schlieren photographs map the density fluctuations

of turbulence. However, these measurements are very difficult to unravel

because they measure derivatives (second and first respectively) of the

density fluctuations, and they integrate the fluctuations over the path

of the light to the film.

Tracers and holography represent the best methods, because they can

identify the spatial location of the fluid elements. However, these too

suffer from the fundamental problem inherent in the attempt to identify

turbulent structures; there is as yet no way to mark the turbulent struc-

tures themselves. Only the effects of these structures can be seen. The

structures develop within the layer and must somehow be marked afterward.

Holographic records ideally contain all the necessary information, but the

stochastic three dimensionality of the process makes deductions from these

records akin to deciphering the Rosetta stone.

The manipulation of a phosphorescing gas for visualizing the flow is

a technique developed by the author* to get around these problems to some

extent. Direct photo-excitation, collisional excitation, or collisional

de-excitation of the phosphorescing gas allows identification of the

emission with the presence, absence, and degree of molecular scale mixing

of the gas. The diagnostic gives information about the uniquely turbulent

process of mixing consisting of a rate limiting "eddy" mixing - inter-

mingling of intact fluid elements - together with their final dissipation

through the action of viscosity.

* with initial aid from Dr. D. B. Stickler, AVCO Everett
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Turbulence is a momentum transport phenomenon. The structures

involved in the turbulent flow should account for this transport by their

topology and dynamics. The most conspicuous characteristic of this trans-

port is the coupled macroscopic and microscopic transfer that has the

effect on scalar transport described above. Thus the turbulent structures

identified by a diagnostic separating "eddy" and molecular scale species

mixing should be closely related to the momentum transport structures

fundamental to turbulence.

The problem of marking a particular structure rather than examining

the state of mixing at a particular time still remains. However, all

structures that represent the beginnings of mixing are marked and clearly

identifiable, such as intact eddies from one stream or the other. These

structures can be resolved in time and space without obscuring effects of

the intervening fluid, and they are directly measurable. Furthermore,

the collisional excitation technique makes possible identification of the

microscopic transport resulting from these structures. These facets of

the technique are explained below.

3.2 The Physics of the Phosphorescing Gas Technique

The visualization method that is used here to diagnose turbulent

mixing can be understood most easily by considering the physics of the

luminescing gases that make it possible.

The visualization technique revolves around the use of 2, 3 Butanedi-

one, an organic chemical. Its molecular energy state properties are given

in Figures 3a-c. The essence of the technique is the transfer of

optically induced molecular energy from one species to another by physical

collision. These same collisions are always coincident with molecular
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scale mixing between the species.

In each of the technique variations, Butanedione is the gas whose

emission is recorded, but it can be excited directly by blue light, excited

collisionally by Benzene 2, or it can be de-excited collisionally (quenched)

by oxygen13 after being directly excited by the light beam. Benzene is

0 
0

excited by 2400-2600A ultraviolet light, and fluoresces at 2 2900A;

neither radiation is absorbed by Butanedione.12 Oxygen neither absorbs nor

emits radiation in the U V, blue or green; it only quenches the emitting

energy of the Butanedione.

There are thus three processes involved.They are illustrated

schematically in Figures 4a-c.

The first diagnostic variation (Figure 4a) uses Butanedione as a

simple tracer gas. By mixing it uniformly into the energetically inert

bulk gas Argon in one stream, the emission thoughout the mixing layer is

directly proportional to the concentration of the Butanedione, for low

beam absorption. By filtering out all but the blue light (3800A - 4800A)

entering the gas to excite the Butanedione, and filtering out all but the

green light (5000-5800A) coming out, a very high signal (emission) to noise

(input beam) ratio can be obtained.

The physical context of the light beam and filtering is shown in

Figure 5. Since the beam plane is normal to the direction of view, the

filtering and beam masking is simple.

The paths of the absorbed radiant energy inside the Butanedione

*
molecule are shown in Figure 3b. The recorded process is the phospho-

* Note that phosphorescence indicates emission from an excited triplet
state, while fluorescence is emission from an excited singlet state.
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rescent emission from the excited triplet state. In the case of

collisional excitation or quenching, this triplet state is either

excited directly by molecular energy transfer during a collision, or it is

de-excited by transferring its energy to another molecule before it can

emit. 14

Collisional excitation of Butanedione by Benzene is shown schemati-

cally in Figure 4b. Here, the ultraviolet radiation is only absorbed by

the Benzene. Following the energy transfer processes, the output green

filter passes light only from regions that have undergone molecular colli-

sions, i.e. are molecularly mixed. This variation of the diagnostic

depends on the occurrence of the physical process (molecular mixing) that

is being investigated for a signal to be recorded, and is thus an indicator

of the process.

Just as collisionalexcitation is a diagnostic of molecular mixing,

quenching of Butanedione (Figure 4c) is a diagnostic of its absence.

Quenching of the Butanedione by Benzene prevents the green phosphorescence

in molecularly mixed regions in exactly the same way that the Benzene

stimulates it.

3.3 Phosphorescent Visualization of a Shear Layer

The two mixing diagnostics described above, complemented by Butanedi-

one used as a simple tracer, are used in the manner illustrated in Figure 6

to give direct photographic records of a cross-section of the concentration

structure within a shear layer. The mixing layer and the exciting light

beam are shown schematically for the case of the phosphorescent gas alone

mixed into the lower stream. The emitted phosphorescence is seen as

shading within the boundaries of the light beam.
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The light beam is planar with a width 1-2mm in this experiment. This

is designed to be on the order of the smallest turbulence scale, so that

the concentration of the phosphorescing gas does not vary significantly

normal to the beam plane. This smallest turbulence scale is assumed to

be the Kolmogorov length scale, Z K' 1mm. for 6m/sec and 7m/sec stream

speeds. For this reason, and because there is no emission from the

surrounding fluid, nor absorption by it, the emission from within the

light beam forms a true cross-sectional map of the emitting gas throughout

the shear layer, again for the case shown in Figure 6.

Furthermore, phosphorescing gas absorbs according to Beer's law:

-s dC
-_ a (6)

0

where I = intensity, I = original intensity, c = extinction coefficient,

d = distance travelled, and C = concentration, so that for low enough

concentrations,

1-I/I = E dC (7)
o a

Since the emission is related directly to the absorption by the radiative

quantum efficiency, Q,

it.ed Q 6 dCI (8)
emitted a 0

The emission then directly measures the cross-sectional map of the concen-

tration within the mixing layer.

In the same manner, with Butandione seeded uniformly in one free

stream and Benzene or oxygen uniformly seeded in the other free stream,

the phosphorescent emission from the mixing layer gives a cross-sectional

map of the areas that are mixed or not mixed, respectively, on a molecular

scale. The "unmixed" areas within the layer represent the macroscopic but
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not microscopic intermingling of fluid elements that is the rate control-

ling process of turbulent mixing.

The two collisional variations act in similar ways to give Butanedi-

one emission proportional to the concentration of only one component.

This behavior is a peculiarity of the experimental conditions, and is

derived in Appendix I. The essential reasoning is that there are so few

excited molecules that the collisional transfer process is more efficient

than the absorption process. In the case of collisional excitation, this

means that for the normal conditions of similar concentrations of Benzene

and Butanedione molecules in each free stream, only 1% of that Butanedione

concentration is needed in any mixture of the two, for total transfer of

the excited energy. Thus emission will come from any molecularly mixed

region containing a Butanedione concentration greater than a certain

threshold, and these regions will emit porportional to the Benzene concen-

tration. Below this threshold, emission drops off rapidly because each

molecule of Butanedione, once excited, has a long lifetime and remains

excited, reducing the number of remaining receptor molecules.

In the case of quenching, the oxygen concentration is so large that

effectively all molecularly mixed regions do not emit.

The emission from each of these three variations is recorded photo-

graphically. The exciting light source is of high energy and short dura-

tion, so that with small enough exposure times the picture is effectively

an instantaneous record of the concentration map at that time. Due to

the low repetition rate of the apparatus, the exposures must be too far

apart to see development of the structures. Thus no velocity information

is obtained.
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Summarizing, three diagnostics for recording cross-sectional concen-

tration structures make up the phosphorescing gas visualization technique

applied here to a turbulent shear layer. Figure 7 serves as a final

conceptual guide to these variations, superimposing the results that would

be obtained by applying the variations to a laminar shear layer. Any

example using a turbulent flow would be prejudicial.

3.4 An Engineering Analysis of the Technique

The practicality of the phosphorescing gas visualization technique

is rooted in the properties of 2, 3 Butanedione. The yellow, highly

odorous, non-toxic chemical has been studied for over three decades by

photochemists, but its usefulness as a tool in flow visualization was

first realized by A. Epstein,15 who used its fluorescence to study transonic

flow in a compressor.16

Butandione is almost unique among chemicals due to its combination

of desirable properties for flow visualization. It is easy and safe to

handle (if smelly), it has a high vapor pressure at room temperature

(% 40mm), and its absorption and emission bands can be handled convenient-

ly. For other chemicals, the high vapor pressure required for seeding in

a gas are coupled with absorption and emission in the ultraviolet, a

region difficult to record (Benzene for instance). The green phospho-

rescence is ideal for practical purposes, since the majority of recording

devices are most sensitive in this region, as is the eye.

The difficulties involved in using Butanedione as described above to

visualize turbulent mixing structures, arise from the constraints re-

quired to achieve a simple record of these structures. The most costly

specifications are three: a planar beam, low absorption, and short
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exposure. A planar beam gives a cross-sectional map of the structures,

but making such a beam forces the acceptance of high collimation losses.

The short exposure implies a high power light source and losses due to the

long life time of the phosphorescence.

The optical system is designed such that the motion of a lOm/sec

flow during excitation and exposure is on the scale of the smallest fluid

element - lmm. This is also the resolution limit placed on the emission

by the beam thickness. The light losses caused partially by the above

constraints force the use of an image intensifier (Figure 6) to amplify

the phosphorescence to a level where it can be recorded by fast film.

Figure 8 illustrates all of the manipulations by which the energy used

to excite the gas is transformed into a signal recorded on film. The

gains and losses of each of these processes are given in Figure 9, resulting

in enough light to adequately expose high speed film. The collisional

excitation variation is taken as the numerical example because it is the

worst case. Tailoring the input beam to the ultraviolet absorption band

of Benzene causes the additional inefficiency. The Benzene has the

additional incidental difficulty that it is a toxic chemical with a

cumulative effect.

A flashlamp is the natural candidate for a light source. It supplies

light in both the Butanedione absorption band and the Benzene absorption

band, and is most efficient in the ultraviolet region needed for the least

efficient Benzene absorption. Changing from one to another of the

diagnostic variations implies only changing the input light filter and

the seed chemicals added.

Most of the numbers given in Figure 9 are optimizations given the
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constraints of the experiment and current technology. However, the quantum

efficiency of the phosphorescence is an experimentally measured constant.

For directly excited Butanedione, the quantum efficiency (quanta emitted
quanta absorbed

is 0.15,17 quite high. Perhaps more surprising is that the quantum

efficiency for the collisional excitation process

(quanta absorbed by BENZENE is 0.12. This is due to the very long life-
quanta emitted by BUTANEDIONE

time of the excited triplet state in Benzene. This long lifetime makes

possible the use of the collisional excitation process on the 100ps time

scales needed for the stop action pictures. For the vapor pressures of

approximately lmm used, the collision frequency is 10 per second,

allowing the energy transfer to occur completely in the beginning of the

100-500ps exposure time.

Unfortunately this long phosphorescence lifetime limits the technique

to low speed flow, and the flashlamp repetition rate limits the data rate

to one photograph per few minutes. This latter rate translates into one

picture per 5 second blowdown run.

3.5 An Assessment of the Technique

An overall evaluation of the phosphorescing gas visualization tech-

nique is given in Figure 10. For the examination of turbulent structures,

the ability to separate "eddy" and molecular mixing far outweighs all of

the inherent disadvantages. Eddy mixing here refers to fluid that is

mixed on the basis of a macroscopic average, while microscopic averages

within that average reveal unmixed species.

Of the advantages, only the first two given in Figure 10 are

totally coupled to the physics of the interacting gases. The rest result

from the geometry of the incident beam, excited gas, and recorded image.
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As a whole the technique offers two valuable characteristics: separable

mixing structures, and a direct, unambiguous measurement of one facet of

these structures - a cross-sectional map of their spatial geometry.

On the negative side, again only the first two result from the pro-

perties of the phosphorescent gas. Butanedione decomposes at high tempera-

ture so that it cannot be used as combustion diagnostic. Also, because of

the slow time response of the phosphorescence, the Butanedione cannot be

excited to high enough levels over high flow speed time scales to be

measurable.

Disadvantages 3) - 5) in Figure 10 represent the difficulties in

interpreting the information that is recorded in a photograph using one of

the phosphorescing gas variations. Although an area map of the mixing

structure is far superior to a point measurement, the structure itself is

highly three-dimensional, and deducing the true topology of the structure

from the area map is hazardous at best. This task is made more difficult

still because each picture gives no information about the evolution of the

flow, only the state at one particular instant. Because of the low repeti-

tion rate, all pictures are disjoint cases from a random flow, giving no

velocity information, only spatial structure. The only way to determine

predominant structures is by statistical analysis of a group of pictures.

One added limitation is the complexity involved in getting

quantitative data from information recorded on film. The problem is as

much with the infancy of the science as with the basic processes involved,

at this time. No attempt to do this has been made in the present work.
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CHAPTER IV

The Apparatus

4.1 General Description

Visualizaton of turbulent structures in a plane shear layer has been

done in the Argon blowdown facility drawn to scale in Figure 1. The exper-

iment is almost entirely automated, designed for a large number of repeat-

able short duration runs. Sufficient measurements are recorded to specify

the flow during each run.

The use of Butanedione as a visualization tool requires that even

small concentrations of oxygen be excluded from the flow circuit to pre-

vent quenching of its phosphorescence. With Argon as the resultant bulk

gas, cost considerations dictate a blowdown configuration. Exclusion of

air adds considerable complexity to the operation of the entire facility.

Other practical considerations led to seeding the organic chemicals into

the bulk flow during each run.

The experiment is labor intensive and low cost. This translates into

great care to details and simple construction. The apparatus can be

broken down functionally into the flow system, the seeding system, instru-

mentation, the control system, and the optical system.

4.2 The Flow System*

Mass flow for the blowdown is supplied by a manifold of twelve

standard Argon cylinders. These supply the driving pressure for a pair of

changeable sonic orifices that meter the flow rate at the desired value.

* See Figure 1
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Each orifice supplies one free stream, and the two flows are separated by

gas tight seals at all points in the flow between these orifices and the

end of the splitter plate.

Following the sonic orifices are long pipes (#2, Figure 1) that mix

the seeded chemicals uniformly into the bulk flow. The 5cm diameter pipes

have a physical length to diameter (L/D) ratio of 100, and a fluid

mechanical L/D of perhaps double that due to two 90* bends and three 180*

bends in the pipes.

These pipes in turn feed a high pressure flow distribution manifold

(#3, Figure 1). Together, the pipes and manifold determine the time re-

quired for the overall flow rates to reach steady state, because of the

mass needed to fill that volume at high pressure (6 atm.). The 2.5cm

wide manifold is divided into four parts because the facility is designed

to produce both annular and plane shear layers. Thus there are inner and

outer sections of each half of the manifold, connected only by the pipes

as shown in Figure 1. The diameter of the pipes to the inner sections of

each half are tailored so that the total flow times from the point where

the flows split to the manifold orifices are the same for the inner and

outer sections of each half. The tailoring is done to equalize the con-

centration response times of the inner and outer section of each half.

The manifold has a negligible pressure drop from the pipe inlets to

the 61 sonic orifices distributed uniformly over each half of the base

area of the 80cm diameter flow settling tank. This 90cm long settling

tank provides free streams of uniform velocity for the shear layer. There

are two screens immediately downstream of the flow distribution orifice

plate to break up the sonic jets, followed by honeycomb (L/D = 10) and

another screen (#4, Figure 1), to decrease the levels of the longitudinal
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and transverse turbulence caused by the jets.

Two consecutive contractions (9 to 1 total) to the 30cm diameter

test section accelerate the flow to the desired speeds. Between the con-

tractions, suction slots remove the boundary layers that have developed on

the.splitter plate that divides the settling chamber into two halves.

Suction flow is driven into the manifold shown in the detail in

Figure 1 by the internal pressure of the tunnel. Contraction of the flow

through a thin slit followed by expansion into the manifold built into the

splitter plate gives a uniform pressure drop across the width of the

splitter plate and uniform suction. The suction mass flow rate is ad-

justed by setting the area of side openings from the suction manifold.

The suction flow rates will adjust themselves so that the total pressure

drop across the slit and side openings is the tunnel pressure (above one

atmosphere). The correct suction flow rates are found experimentally by

nulling the static pressure difference between a tap on the outside of

the suction cusp and the free stream static pressure. The suction mani-

fold is divided and sealed into upper and lower sections with exhausts on

both sides of the splitter plate. These fixed area exhaust parts are

sealed between runs by rubber pads that are pulled out of the way during

a run by pressure operated cylinders, in turn driven by the pressure in

the flow distribution manifold.

Following the boundary layer removal, the splitter plate sides con-

verge symmetrically to a thin edge. The turning flow in the region of

the splitter plate is then straightened by an 0.8mm thick plate 10cm long.

The boundary layers grow again over the 25cm length from the suction cusp

in the tip of the flat plate.
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From the splitter plate tip the mixing layer develops to the point

96cm downstream where it is examined by the visualization technique. The

flow is terminated by a sintered screen 100cm downstream of the inspection

point, or about 3 tunnel diameters. It extends over the entire tunnel

diameter, totally masking the contraction effects of the final 15cm exhaust

diameter. The screen accounts for the above-atmospheric tunnel pressure.

A cloth is added to half the sintered screen to equalize the pressure

drops for the different flow rates. Removing the added screen had no

apparent effect on the shear layer.

Finally, the flow exhausts through a door' controlled by a pressure

operated switch to remain open when the flow rates result in a normal

operating tunnel pressure. Otherwise it closes to keep air from contami-

nating the flow.

4.3 The Seeding System

The seed chemical flow for visualization is introduced as a vapor into

the bulk flow during a blowdown test, immediately downstream of the metering

sonic orifices. The chemicals are kept in a high pressure Argon reservoir

as a liquid in equilibrium with its vapor. The total flow rate from this

reservoir is also metered by a sonic orifice, but the flow rate of the seed

vapor itself depends only on the partial pressure of the vapor in the

reservoir.

The required seed mass flow rates are achieved by heating the reser-

voir, increasing the seed partial pressure. Thus the amount of argon flow

needed to propel the vapor into the high pressure mixing pipes is decreased

to an amount that is 10-20% of the bulk flow for each stream.
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For initial runs where there is no seed vapor in the flow settling

chamber, a low speed trickle flow is run through the appropriate flow

branch to fill the chamber with the proper vapor concentration. This is

necessary because the flow rates are such that the total volume of the

flow during a blowdown run is only a few times the settling chamber volume;

the seed concentration will not rise from zero to an equilibrium value

during one run for normal flow rates. Fortunately, the mixing of the flow

distribution jets smooths out all of the rapid fluctuations of the seed

concentration. These are most often caused by slight mismatches between

the bulk flow rate and the seed flow rate during the transition to steady

state at the beginning of each run and the flow turn off after each pic-

ture.

In cases where only one flow is seeded, a false seed bottle of Argon

is used for the other stream to keep the overall flow rates the same for

the different variations of the visualization technique.

4.4 Instrumentation

Initial and final conditions of the flow supply reservoirs are measured

by gauges giving the pressures in the main cylinder manifold, the trickle

reservoirs for preseeding, and the main seed reservoirs. The temperatures

of the seed reservoirs and the lines to the injection ports are measured

on a panel meter, using thermistors as sensors. Thermometers are used in

addition to check the calibration periodically.

During each run the metering sonic orifice stagnation pressure, the

flow distribution manifold pressures (for each half), and the tunnel

pressure, are measured by strain gauge transducers, and read out on a

chart recorder. Suction static pressures are also measured as described
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above (4.2) and similarly recorded.

The flow is measured in a conventional sense by a DISA Type 55 D01

constant temperature hot wire anemometer. Velocity measurements were

made by traversing a hot wire vertically at low speed near the splitter

plate and at higher speeds at the mixing layer inspection station. Posi-

tion and hot wire signals were amplified and recorded on an oscillograph.

The signal handling and recording system had negligible drift, and a 100%

frequency response at 2 kilohertz. Hot wire calibration was performed in

a miniature Argon steady state wind tunnel, and the calibration was veri-

fied by cross-checking with flow rates calculated from the pressure driving

the metering sonic orifices. Traverser position readouts were calibrated

and double checked for repeatability.

4.5 The Control System

All flows are controlled by solenoid valves: the seed flows directly,

and the main cylinder manifold by a pressure driven ball valve. The main

cylinder manifold valve solenoid is in turn operated through relays by a

small integrated circuit timing console. Main seed solenoids are operated

by a switch on the main manifold valve. This switch is set to turn on the

fast acting (0.lsec) seed solenoids when the slower (0.8sec) main manifold

valve is partially open. The delay is adjusted so that a mixture of the

two flows over the opening time of the main valve will give the same seed

concentration as that during steady state operation. This averaging is

done in the flow settling chamber.

The timing console controls the sequencing of the entire experiment,

except the preseeding flow, which is operated as a separate sequence using

mechanical time delay relays. Sequencing is as follows:

A RUN switch initiates the blowdown run, turning on the main manifold
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valve. Full opening of the valve initiates a delay (D ) to allow the flow

to reach equilibrium. Then the flashlamp is remotely triggered. The flash

pulse in turn begins a delay (D2) before the beginning of the exposure of

the film. This exposure (D3) is performed remotely by gating the image

intensifier on with a pulse from the timing console. At the end of the

exposure, there is another short delay (D4) before the main manifold valve

is automatically turned off. Returning the RUN switch to RESET readies the

sequence for the next operation. Delays DI to D4 are easily adjusted by

potentiometers over a factor of 10 in time.

Suction and main flow exhaust ports are opened during a run as

described in section 4.1. The tunnel exhaust door is a butterfly valve

driven by a gas actuated cylinder whose gas supply is solenoid controlled

by the tunnel pressure switch.

4.6 The Optical System

The source of the radiant energy for the gas excitation is a 200 joule

capacitive flashlamp pulser. It produces nominally a 100ps inductor-

tailored constant current discharge through the flashlamp after pre-

ionizing the gas with high voltage on an exterior trigger wire. The

pulser requires a 1-2 minute recharge time.

Figure 5 shows the input beam optics. Through a collimating lens

a 3mm bore, 75mm long Xenon flashlamp illuminates a 1mm slit that acts as

a spatial filter. The lamp is at the focus of the lens, so that the light

passing through the slit is approximately parallel. This light is then

imaged at the center of the tunnel, giving a beam of about 10milliradian

divergence, varying between 1 and 2mm in thickness 7cm vertically on

either side of the tunnel centerline (14cm total). A beam trap shields
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the viewing window from the beam reflection off the flat black tunnel

bottom. The shield is aligned parallel to the tunnel axis, so that its

flow disturbance is negligible.

All optics are cylindrical with special mounts constructed to allow

adjustment of the various components. These mounts are secured to an

optical rail not attached to the tunnel. All components of the optical

chain are 75mm long and bounded by mirrors running the length of the chain

up to the input window. These mirrors decrease the beam divergence in

the beam plane up to the window. The beam then expands in this plane so

that at the tunnel centerline it has a constant intensity over about 125cm

( 62cm from view center), while upstream and downstream of this range its

intensity falls off rapidly.

All of the input optics, including the input window, are made of

UV grade quartz for high transmission at the 2500A excitation wavelength

of Benzene. The flashlamp envelope is so thin that although it is made of

standard fused silica, the absorption at 2500A is negligible. Mirrors

are coated for extended reflectance in the UV.

The optical train is aligned so that the beam plane is precisely

parallel to the viewing window, at the geometric center of the tunnel.

A specially made camera looks through the viewing window at the

emission with a fl.2 55mm Nikon lens. This lens focuses the flow scene

on the image intensifier face, which gives a preset luminous gain of

20,000 to expose the film pressed against its output face to record the

image.

The image intensifier is a ITT Type F4747 microchannel wafer tube.

It is physically small (4.3cm diameter, 3.0cm long), with an 18mm useful
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image diameter. The standard model is designed for night vision binoculars

at a cost of $1,700 per tube. An advantage of this type of tube is that it

can be gated by a relatively low voltage (200 V). The gating turns off the

tube with a time response better than lys, so that the tube functions as

a convenient, very fast shutter. Internally, the tube is proximity focussed,

with a fiber optic inverter on the output. An additional fiberoptic extend-

er is added to permit contact photography, since normally the output face

is at high voltage. The output image has a resolution of 25-28 line pairs

per mm. While the tube has negligible distortion, it does have a gain

variation of 3 to 1, causing the image to be brightest at the center of

the tube, falling off radially toward the edges.

Gating the tube off except during the exposure reduces the steady

state tube noise (1/10 of that without gating) to a level that will not

expose ASA 3000 speed film over the duration of a blowdown run. A 2.7 volt

battery supplies power to the tube, while a 225 volt battery supplies the

gating voltage. The gating pulse, controlled from the IC blowdown sequenc-

er, is good to lhs. As described above the gated image intensifier cost

$4,000 and had a three month delivery time, making it effectively the

single irreplacable piece of the apparatus. It has been found to be dur-

able and totally reliable.

The lens and image intensifier as a unit are mounted on an optical

rail, together with the filmback which moves up and back against the image

intensifier to accomodate film loading. Focussing the camera is done by

moving the camera on the rail and changing lens extensions so that the

variable focussing range on the lens can give the proper magnification

on the intensifier input face. The focus is tested by lining up a high

resolution target with the light beam and adjusting the lens for the
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best image on the intensifier output face. This image is recorded by con-

tact photography for future comparisons.

Between the lens and image intensifier are placed a green filter

passing the phosphorescent emission, and a neutral density filter. The

neutral density filter is easily changed in an inserted filterholder.

Together with the exposure time, the neutral density filter controls the

light energy falling on the film so that it is properly exposed.

The 10cm viewing window limits the scene size to about 15cm diameter.

By changing the camera setup the scene size can be varied down to 3.6cm.

Resolution of the entire image recording system is apparently limited by

the image intensifier.

The scene position in the tunnel as recorded on the film is calibrated

by measuring the position of the tunnel centerline in relation to the image

intensifier output face circle and a dot inside the circle. The dot is a

phosphor clump, and together with the circle, it provides a geometric

reference fixed with respect to the tunnel centerline.
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CHAPTER V

Blowdown Visualization Facility Operation

5.1 A Blowdown Run

A typical blowdown time history is shown in Figure 11. These data

are recorded for each run, together with diagnostics to tell whether the

suction and main flow exhaust doors operate properly. For this run

D, = 3.Osec, D4 = 0.25sec. The photo is taken after the flow has reached

steady state. Equilibrium is best measured by the tunnel pressure, which

is proportional to the flow rate to the 2.1 power. The initial spike in

the tunnel pressure is caused by the pressure buildup needed to actuate

the main exhaust door.

A total mass flow rate of approximately 1Kg/sec through main metering

sonic orifices of diameter 0.72cm and 0.64cm result in the rise time of

about 1.5sec seen in the flow distribution manifold pressure traces. This

flow, together with the seed flow give the 6 and 7m/sec stream velocities

that are the nominal conditions of all of the visualization pictures. The

main Argon manifold is refilled from a thirteenth bottle after each run to

give the same approximate flow rates for each run. During a run the steady

state flow rates are constant to within 5% or less.

Suction flow is adjusted to be correct at a flow velocity of 10m/sec,

so that in most cases suction flow is more than needed. However this

suction flow, as a fraction of the free stream flow rate, varies by less

than 1% from 5m/sec to lOm/sec flow rates. Also, measurements indicated

that the initial momentum thickness was only affected by inadequate suction.

The seed flow rates decrease 10% over an entire run, as does the
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Argon flow. However, between runs the vapor re-equilibrates, so that the

initial vapor flow rate is constant for each run. The Argon flow rate

decreases 8-10% for each of the runs, until the reservoir is refilled.

Even so, since this flow is typically 15% of the main flow, the 40% seed

flow change amounts to 4-5% of the main flow, which is compensated for

over a series of runs. Furthermore the flow rates change by the same

fraction in each stream so that the ratio of free stream velocity differ-

ence to free stream velocity remains unchanged even though the velocities

vary by up to 30% of the velocity difference itself. This means that the

mixing layer spreading rates and other properties remain the same from

run to run, as indicated by the data. Typical pressures in the seed

reservoir vary from 460psig to 300psig over a series of 5 runs. Trickle

flow is used as required before a series of runs. Nominal seed partial

pressures are on the order of lmm partial pressure in the seeded streams,

for both Butanedione and Benzene.

The flash fires and film is exposed, at a predetermined point in the

run. Each run is controlled automatically, requiring only reservoir

pressure and temperature gauge recording, manifold refilling, flashlamp

pulser charging, and film reloading between runs. A typical series of

5 nominal runs takes 5 minutes per run. Sequence timing can be changed

by setting the controller, without adding to the setup time. Conditions

for each run are recorded on a data sheet, to which the time history and

photograph are later attached.

4.2 Setup

The nominal operating schedule of the facility is determined by the

replenishment and equilibration of the gas supplies. Normally a series
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of 4-5 runs is made, then the seed reservoirs are refilled and a full

thirteenth Argon cylinder is added to the main manifold. Then a two hour

equilibration period is allowed before the next series of runs.

Instrumentation and control electronics are turned on before each

series of runs and off afterward. Seed reservoirs and lines to the mixing

pipes are brought to an equilibrium temperature by controlling electrical

heating tapes. Typical reservoir temperatures are 60-70*C for the above

nominal flow rates. When neededthe liquid chemicals are injected into

the reservoir under Argon pressure.

The metering orifices for the main flow can be removed and replaced

to get different stream velocity ratios.
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CHAPTER VI

Additional Experimental Techniques

To avoid quenching of the Butanedione phosphorescence the stream

seeded with the Butanedione must have an oxygen concentration of

about 0.01mm Hg or less. In practice, the entire tunnel is evacuated to

0.2mm Hg with a 0.1mm/minute leak rate, then filled to above latm. in

15-20sec. After this the extremities of the apparatus are ,purged. The

estimation of 0.01mm Hg results from the analysis of collisional excita-

tion (Appendix I) which must apply in both cases.

After filling the apparatus with Argon, the tunnel is kept at a

pressure of about 5mm of water at all times between runs by a continuous

flow of Argon. This pressurization flow is increased during a run to

compensate for poor sealing of the opening and closing ports. Since

Argon is heavier than air, any vertical Argon-air interface is unstable.

Variations of the technique are done in sequence. The common bulk

mass flow origin, and the possibility of back flow ground the splitter

plate create the possibility of the contamination of one stream by the

other. For the direct excitation (variation 1), small amounts of contami-

nation are acceptable, since a low concentration of Butanedione in the

wrong free stream will not emit measurably. However small concentrations

of Butanedione in the Benzene stream will cause apparent noise around the

mixing layer (variation 2). This problem was avoided by delaying the seed

flow until the metering flow is sonic, and waiting long enough to wash

any back flow downstream. The problem is more severe for the quenching

variation, but the above solution was found effective, together with a
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high pressurization flow into the mixing pipes of the Butanedione seeded

flow to overrule molecular diffusion of the oxygen.
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CHAPTER VII

Data Description

7.1 Data Format

Pictures of the flow are taken on 100 x 125mm sheet film, and have a

circular view. The image is limited in area by the 18mm diameter image

intensifier output face. Large images reproduced in Appendix II are blow-

ups of that format.

7.2 Spurious Effects

Various artifacts are introduced into the data, principally by the

image intensifier and the film. The most obvious are due to a non-uniform

gain distribution of the intensifier tube, which causes the image of a

uniform source to be brighter at the center than at the outside. This

distribution is shown in Figure 12, an exposure taken with a uniform mix-

ture in the test chamber. The small dark cone at 11:00 in the photo is a

shadow of an object in the tunnel, and not due to the gain distribution.

The brighter crescent seen across the top of the tube is rarely seen in the

data because the emitting Butanedione is always seeded into the lower

stream; the top (upper free stream) is dark except for the presence of

noise. Finally, in the upper right center of the image is a bright spot.

This is a phosphor clump on the fluorescent screen, essentially an ampli-

fied point noise source.

Effects introduced by the film are distortions in the light variation.

Polaroid Type 57 film was used for the data reproduced in Appendix II

because of its high speed and convenience in taking many pictures. Type 57

is an ASA 3000 speed film of medium contrast. Its properties are given in
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Figure 13. The characteristic curve indicates that the recorded light

variations are expanded, and recorded with a dynamic range of about 30.

In other words, the response of the film to light indicates that two

areas that emit with intensities I and I2 will be recorded on the film

1.3 1.3
with a densities of 11 and I2 , emphasizing variations. The dynamic

1 2'

range implies that if 100% concentration of the Butanedione gives an

emission that almost overexposes the film, concentrations below 4% Butanedi-

one will not be recorded.

Aside from the increase in apparent intensity variation, the film

cuts off the ends of the light distribution by saturation in the case of

overexposure, and no image in the case of underexposure. Overexposure is

indicated when the normally mottled appearance is totally washed out to

give an entirely white area. The mottling will be discussed below.

The reproductions are again done with a film of slope 1.3, but greater

dynamic range, so that in examination of this document visual intensity

varies as the original intensity to the 1.7, and there is a slight loss in

the illumination range from the original data (the faintest portions).

Quantitatively, the variation in the beam intensity, must also be

taken into account, but for the purposes of visual inspection, this effect

is negligible.

Lastly, the bright spot on the edge of the circle at 4-5 o'clock is

a reflection of the beam off of an internal window recess at maximum ex-

posure and minimum beam absorption.

7.3 The Flow Scene

In all of the photos, the flow is right to left, with the Butanedione

seeded uniformly into the lower free stream. Nominal flow velocities are

6.0m/sec for the lower free stream, and 7.0m/sec for the upper stream for
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every picture. In the case of collisional excitation and quenching, the

complementary chemicals to Butanedione are uniformly seeded into the upper

stream in every case.

The scene is centered 96cm downstream of the splitter plate tip, and

is 14.5cm in diameter. This is about the maximum viewing area that could

be obtained with the 55mm f 1.2 lens through the 100cm window, given the

18mm diameter image intensifier face. The flow scene is demagnified by a

factor of 8.07 on the intensifier face.

Each photograph is accompanied by coordinates that give the true scale

of the flow structures. These are measured in terms of the distance down-

stream of the splitter place, and the displacement from the geometric

centerline of the tunnel. The tunnel centerline is marked on both sides

of each picture to indicate the true horizontal in the flow.

The pictures have been positioned carefully so that the tunnel center-

line is accurate in position to 5% (+ 4mm) and in rotation to a few degrees

from the true horizontal. Positioning is done using the noise dot and

intensifier circle, which has been calibrated with the tunnel as described

at the end of section 4.6. Where the intensfier output face circle is

not shown in the pictures in Appendix II, the original data (always

showing the circle) is used to line up features to get the proper refer-

ence.

Above the first data in Appendix II, the mixing layer is schematically

shown as if the image intensifier could show the mean layer position. The

layer position is derived from the mean velocity profiles (shown at the

center) as measured by the hot wire anemometer. These measurements are
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repeatable to within their own accuracy. The mean concentration profiles

are about 50% wider because of the preferential turbulent transport of

scalars (species, energy) over momentum.19

7.4 Image Quality

The extent to which information can be deduced from the data is

obviously limited by the quality of the image. The spurious effects

discussed above make conclusions more difficult, but do not form the basic

limitation. For these pictures, the limiting factors are described by the

modulation transfer function, the graininess, and the noise. These three

factors are interrelated, but form the best characterization of the inde-

pendent properties of the photographs that is available.

The modulation transfer function (MTF) describes a component or system,

and measures the ratio of the output modulation to the input modulation for

an input exposure of a one-dimensional sinusoidal distribution of varying

spatial frequency. Essentially it gives the spatial frequency response

for the device in question. From it, the image of an object can be deduced,

aside from noise considerations. From the MTF, the resolution (smallest

discernable size element) can be derived, as well as the spreading in the

image of a sharp line in the object: blurring. While the resolution is

most commonly a specification of a device, it is misleading and incomplete.

Graininess is the most obvious characteristic of the pictures, giving

the images a mottled character even in uniform regions. It is described

quantitatively as granularity, and measured by taking the density variations

within a certain area as the area is moved across the image. The graini-

ness gives a digital appearance to the image.

Noise is the randomly fluctuating component of the image. The noise
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is seen on the film as density fluctuations. Coming from many sources,

types of noise can be most usefully separated into those that are

signal related and those that are not.

The data presented in Appendix II are described by these three factors.

The large majority of the pictures do not contain visible noise that is not

inherent in the phosphorescence signal. The worst example of this noise is

#15 of the collisional excitation photos, which in this case is due to

reflection from the input beam.

The overall MTF, graininess, and signal related noise seen in the data

have contributions from the gas emission, the image intensifier, and the

film. The effects of other components and factors are minor. Although

the three factors cannot be specified precisely, they can be approximately

given by specifying their major contributors.

The image intensifier is responsible for most of the limitations

in MTF, grain, and signal related noise of the imaging system. The MTF of

the intensifier is shown in Figure 12; its resolution is 25-28 linepairs

per millimeter. This means that a black and white line pattern of 25

cycles per mm. on the intensifier input face will result in the same

pattern on the output face that varies by only 1/10 of the input amplitude.

Thus the smallest visible scale should be about 0.04mm on the image intensi-

fier face. For the 8:1 demagnification, this implies a 0.3mm resolution

in the flow (0.1mm in the data in Appendix II).

The grain of the data pictures is due to the discreteness of the

intensifier amplification and fiberoptic transmission. This grain appears

to be the factor determining the overall MTF of the intensifier. Although

the intensifier grain interacts with the film grain it is believed that
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the intensifier grain is the dominant effect.

The intensifier grain also appears on the film as signal related noise,

since it imposes a random fluctuation on any amplified emission from the

flow. This signal related noise makes the resolution limits of quantita-

tive densitometry worse than that of the image intensifier itself. The

resolution of the camera-film imaging system is shown by a test pattern

in Figure 12.
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CHAPTER VIII

Data Analysis

8.1 Introduction

The total data set presented in Appendix II consists of 27 examples of

direct excitation of the Butanedione (variation 1, Figure 4a), 38 of

collisional excitation (variation 2, Figure 4b), and 30 of quenching

(variation 3, Figure 4c): 95 photos. The three visualization technique

variations are complementary, each of the three giving insights that are

not obviously implied by the other two.

The pictures make the turbulent property of randomness apparent, but

there are definite similarities in flow structure that indicate that there

are indeed inherent structures in the flow. At the same time there are

facets of the data that are very difficult to understand by looking at

known flows. Primary among these are the structures themselves and the

dynamics that give rise to them. It seems crucial to explain these struc-

tures, but the attempt will not be made at this time.

The data gives structural information in the form of the shapes, the

placement, and the interrelationships of the structures. It gives mixing

information through structural and concentration deductions. Furthermore,

based on structural and mixing deductions, conclusions can be made about

basic turbulent processes such as intermittency and entrainment.

8.2 Overall Data Assessment

The data confirms the validity of some important experimental tech-

niques. Uniform chemical seeding is verified by the quenching photographs
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that show uniform emission from the free stream. Furthermore, the mixing

layer position implied by the three technique variations is consistent with

that given by the velocity profile of the layer. The consistency of the

data with the technique description and the experimental conditions implies

that deductions from the data can be made with security, within the known

limitations.

Collisional excitation pictures show most clearly that the scene width

is 3-4 times the mixing layer mean concentration width. Since the largest

turbulent fluctuation scale is supposedly the mixing layer width, this

viewing area allows the different flow structures to be put in the proper

context of their surrounding fluid in each picture.

The smallest discernable scale in the photos is not that of the imaging

system (0.3mm in the flow) in most cases. Other effects that increase this

scale are the 3-dimensionality of the flow, motion blurring, and the sharp-

ness inherent in the structures themselves.

Motion blurring is the only one of these that is easily defined. Since

the exposure time varies from 50ps to 550s, the flow of 6.5m/sec average

velocity will move from 0.3mm to 3.5mm during that time implying blurring

on those scales. The exposure time of each photo is given beneath it.

Most exposures are 100-200ps, but the collisional excitation photos are

exposed longer (400 or 550ps) because of the lower light levels, giving

consistently slightly worse resolution (as given above) than the other

photos. The blurring due to 3-D effects results from the 1-2mm beam thick-

ness, which blurs sharp structures that vary across the thickness. The

best case resolution is seen in Quenching picture #4, which show lines

sharp down to the image system limit.
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Care must be taken in interpreting the data, due to the limitations

in deducing a 3-dimensional dynamic phenomenon from an instantaneous cross-

sectional measure of it. Remember that each photograph is taken in a

different run, so that the pictures are statistically independent.

8.3 Data Deductions

There are many striking aspects of the data. In one sense the

structures confirm notions of turbulence as a random flow phenomenon, in

that the structures are never exactly the same. In another sense the

structures are surprising; they are almost always connected.

This connectedness of the emitting structures is strongly implied by

the data from all of the three technique variations. Exceptions are some

cases of lumps of fluid in the collisional excitation pictures (#23 for

example) that are small but apparently disconnected. In order to see

what this implies about the structures, first consider how it might come

about. There are two sources from which disconnectedness would arise from

conventional concepts of turbulence.

The first has to do with the actual disconnecting of the clumps. For

a clump to be separated, it must be pulled away first, then the connection

to the original fluid must be broken. The breaking occurs by molecular

action when the connection is thin enough. In the case of direct excita-

tion and quenching (variations 1 & 3) this process would be seen as the

following sequence:

2 3 4
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This assumes the process to be two dimensional. The data indicates that

this process does not occur for large scale structures (although it does

for small scale structures - see quenching data #12 & #24). In the case

of collisional excitation, to the above separation process must be added

another:

A A Thin

Mixed Mixed Mixing

B B Zone

In this case the disconnection is achieved by fluid from one stream or the

other breaking through the region of mixed fluid, leaving only a very thin

region of molecular mixing as a connection. The collisional excitation

pictures show that this also effectively never happens.

The second source of disconnection is one that only leads to apparent

separation. This effect arises from taking a 2-dimensional cross-section

of a highly 3-dimensional phenomenon. A schematic example is:

.seedd -

beam plane emitting

The data indicates that this does not happen significantly either. In

fact, due to the otherwise almost total connectedness, this effect pro-

bably accounts for the few isolated islands of emission that are seen.

Since this effect is not observed, the convolutions (which are extreme)

must occur primarily in the plane of the photos, and to a much lesser

degree normal to it. This is a statement that the turbulent structures
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vary only slowly normal to the plane of the mean shear layer velocities,

except for very small scales.

The connectedness thus implies that regions of varying concentration

of one species are simply connected to the free stream containing that

species,and that the connection is primarily two-dimensional for a plane

shear layer. Furthermore, the collisional excitation pictures indicate

that there is also a mostly two-dimensional simply connected zone of

molecularly fixed fluid that everywhere divides the unmixed flow from

either stream, and that this zone is turbulent. This last deduction is

made on the basis that the smallest length scale of the turbulence is on

the order of the Kolmogorov length scale (-'-lmm) which is much smaller

than the thickness of the zone seen in the data.

Beyond connectedness, the data seems to imply a fundamental mixing

process.

The most striking aspect of the data relevant to mixing is that the

collisional excitation pictures seem to show a zone of mixed fluid that

is of substantially uniform concentration. The concentration seems to vary

over a large scale (1-2 average layer widths) and perhaps on a very small

scale not resolvable because of motion blurring, but not on intermediate

scales. This is supported by the straight excitation pictures which show

the same uniformity, while revealing much fine scale convolution. Here

the concentration (emission) in an area seems to vary slowly except for

fine scales. In addition, the uniformity is apparent despite the emphasis

of variations that arises from the film contrast.

The uniformity tends to indicate that the zone of mixed fluid is

slowly varying in concentration except on fine scales, rather than highly
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non-uniform as might be expected from preconceptions of turbulence. If

true, this is a remarkable finding.

The highly non-uniform nature of previous turbulence measurements

is easily explained by the highly convoluted structure passing any fixed

probe.

This finding does not go against any established data, because this

data is the first unequivocal measurement of its kind - one that measures

the fluid that is only mixed on a molecular scale, and not time averaged.

If this conclusion is valid, then the distribution of molecularly

mixed fluid across the layer in terms of a probability distribution will be

given primarily by the distribution of the highly convoluted structure

itself.

The hypothesis of this uniformly mixed convoluted zone supports and

is supported by a general mixing process that is suggested by the data.

That mixing process is a "bursting" from one free stream, followed by decay

inside the layer. This hypothesis is not new, being a well known phenome-

non of transition to turbulence,20 but it is less familiar as a fundamental

process of turbulence. Such an effect has been found to be a basic process

of turbulent energy supply in boundary layers by Corino and Brodkey. 2 1

What appears to happen is that an instability process causes extreme

agitation of the layer periodically, while between these "bursts," the

motions decay internally. In terms of the data, the agitation takes the

form of degree of convolution, and the decay smooths out these convolutions.

This process is inferred from the statistics of the data, the struc-

tures involved, and the necessity of steady energy input into the flow,

together with its decay.
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The structural information comes primarily from the collisional exci-

tation and quenching photos. In the collisional excitation data, while

most of the emitting structures are highly convoluted, there are a few

(#32 & #34) where these convolutions are totally absent. The data definite-

ly shows that the degree of convolution varies dramatically. That the

variation in convolution is not primarily internal to the shear layer is

shown by the quenching photographs. Here it can be seen that the boundary

between molecularly mixed and unmixed fluid undergoes a similar variation

between relative quiescence and a highly convoluted state (extreme exam-

ples: #7 vs. #13). However, in the case of the convoluted boundary it

can be seen that unmixed fluid has been coincidentally injected into the

layer (#16) in the form of a large number of small scale whisps. Such

whisps are clearly absent above smooth portions of the concentration

boundary. The last link of the reasoning is the identification of the

convolutions and fluid injection with a high energy phenomenon, a

reasonable conclusion based on non-turbulent fluid mechanics.

Statistical support comes from the internal consistency of the energy

and speciesinjection followed by decay. Since the layer is turbulent from

constant mean flow energy input, if this energy input is in the form of

bursts from the free stream, this bursting should only appear periodically

(random period) with intervening periods of quiescence. This is observed,

in that the quenching photos show the bursting to be an isolated phenomenon

rather than steadily occurring. Also, because of the random nature of the

bursting, one expects a few cases where the convolutions have entirely

smoothed out - as is seen in a few collisional excitation photos.
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Furthermore, this hypothesized process is consistent with what is

already known about various turbulent processes.

It is consistent with the turbulent energy cascade from large to

small scale. In conventional terms, the transfer process is through

decreasing vorticity scales. In the photos the vorticity scales can be

identified with the convoluted structures, and rather than transfer

between pseudo-steady state vortices, the data indicates an apparently

energetically equivalent decay of the entire spectrum periodically. This

particular aspect may be confirmable by conventional techniques.

Lastly, the hypothesized mixing process is consistent with what is

known about turbulent entrainment (see section 2.2). Two forms of

entrainment are indeed seen, the one a slow nibbling of the free stream,

the other large scale addition to the layer. However, the data indicates

that the latter process is not engulfment, but more similar to a randomly

occurring large amplification of the nibbling process. This result is

consistent with the concept of engulfment, in that a large volume of

fluid is entrained at once, but it shows the concept to be misleading. As

with the conclusions from the collisional excitation data, these deductions

from the quenching data arise from information that is unique at this time;

no information conflicting with the above entrainment process is yet extant.

In summation, the physical description that emerges from the data set

seems to be consistent from many viewpoints. The inferences drawn here

are not certain, due to limitations of the visualization technique, but

their validity is strongly supported by their explanation of many inter-

related facets of the data and known turbulent processes. The bursting

and decay turbulence process forms a unified, consistent, reasonable whole.
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Finally there remains a large number of unexplored inferences that

can be made from the data. There seem to be no large scale coherent

structures as found by Brown and Roshko, a fact which may support the

attainment of self-preservation in the experimental shear layer visualized

here. There does seem to be a very large wave structure seen in the data

though. It is most evident in #8 of the quenching photos, where the whole

layer seems sloped improperly. The half wavelength of the disturbance must

be more than 5 average concentration layer widths. Also, an amazing

similarity of structure slopes can be seen in the direct excitation photo-

graphs. The overall approximate mean slope is 300, and it may be an indi-

cation of the mean strain field. There are many other unknown but fasci-

nating structures present, such as the trailer of mixed fluid in the free

stream in #20 of the quenching photos.
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CHAPTER IX

Conclusions

The data contains a large amount of new information about turbulence.

Both the collisional excitation and quenching data, showing only the

molecularly mixed and unmixed fluid respectively, are totally new measure-

ments. Together the three visualization technique variations result in a

large data set that offer many possibilities for analysis, only a few of

which have been exploited here.

One conclusion (see Appendix II) is that the emitting concentration

structures all seem to be simply connected, except on fine scales. The

most remarkable facet of this result is the existence of a molecularly

mixed zone inside the mixing layer that totally separates the unmixed

(molecularly) fluid from the two free streams. This implies that mixing

only takes place between the pure species and partially mixed fluid, not

between the pure species separated by a thin molecular scale sheet. This

has wide ramifications for turbulent combustion analysis. Furthermore the

connected structure varies only slowly in a direction normal to the mean

flow velocities, again with the exception of very fine scales.

The data also leads to the hypothesis that the fundamental turbulent

mixing process is one of random bursting from the free stream followed

by decay of the highly energetic, highly non-uniform and highly convoluted

structures within the shear layer. The hypothesis suggests that the

turbulent energy cascade from larger to smaller scales is an overall

randomly periodic creation and decay of the scales, rather than a pseudo-

steady state transfer between vortices of decreasing scale.
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Lastly, the data seems to show and explain the two currently known

turbulent entrainment processes. The first, and slower, consists of

drawing off thin streams of fuid from the free stream, such as is currently

pictured. The second, and more rapid, process is seen as a local large

amplification of the first process, leading to large additions of fluid

locally over a short time. This is seen to be the correct explanation of

the experimentally well known rapid addition of large amounts of free

stream fluid locally. An engulfment by the convoluted boundary as has been

postulated prior to this work.
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CHAPTER X

Recommendations for Future Work

10.1 Experimental

The experimental technique, as presented here, has only been developed

to its first stage. The next two stages that are feasible, if difficult,

are:

1) take quantitative data

2) increase the photo repetition rate to permit the

recording of a motion picture of the flow structures.

To get an immediately useful input to a turbulent mixing model the

first is more important. For a long term understanding of the turbulence

itself, the value of the second cannot be overstated. It would probably

go a long way toward a full understanding of the structures that are seen

in this work.

The phosphorescent gas visualization technique also has broad appli-

cation to different types of flows. It is not a simple technique, however,

and is attractive principally because of the unique information it gives.

Finally, a very desirable addition would be to record more of the

three-dimensional aspects of the flow. This could be done by changing the

cross-section of the flow that is examined.

10.2 Theoretical

The structural approach has never been taken in the analysis of

turbulence. It is hoped that this work will spur progress in this respect.

Furthermore, the present understanding of vorticity dynamics is abysmal.
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Vorticity is the crux of turbulence, and significant progress in analyzing

the structures of turbulence will not be made until there is improved

physical and analytical understanding of the vorticity, in the opinion of

the author.
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CHAPTER XI

Summary

The aim of this work has been to contribute to the further fundamental

understanding of fluid turbulence by visualizing its detailed flow struc-

tures. In this approach, coherent spatial and velocity structures are

assumed to result in the statistical behavior of a turbulent flow. Exami-

nation of these structures then gives information about the turbulent flow

that cannot be deduced from the statistics of the flow. This information

should reduce the role of empiricism in the analysis of turbulence.

The experimental method chosen is to visualize a turbulent plane free

shear layer, using stop-action photography of a phosphorescing trace gas.

This visualization technique gives a cross-sectional concentration map

and allows separate recording of turbulent fluid elements that either are,

or are not mixed on a molecular scale. Choice of direct photo-excitation,

collisional excitation, or collisional de-excitation of the phosphorescing

gas permits identification of the emission with the degree of mixing inside

the layer.

The plane shear layer visualized has been measured with a hot wire

anemometer. Self-preservation of the shear layer at the point of inspec-

tion can be verified by four conditions that have been determined experi-

mentally for the nominal flow. These are the free stream velocities,

their turbulence levels, the number of initial momentum thicknesses from

the mixing layer origin to the inspection point, and the Reynolds number

at that point. Unfortunately these conditions imply that self-preservation
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of the flow visualized is only probable and not certain, because the

present criteria described in the literature are not complete.

A data set of approximately 30 statistically independent photographs

of each technique variation has been taken, and put in the context of the

tunnel geometry in Appendix II.

The collisional excitation and quenching photographs present informa-

tion available for the first time. They provide a great deal of informa-

tion on turbulent mixing, little of which has been directly measured

before. The instantaneous concentration maps are to be contrasted with

time averaged concentrations that give spurious values for the average

molecularly (vs. turbulently) mixed concentrations.

Together, the three visualization technique variations suggest a

general process of turbulent mixing in the form of a bursting of fluid

from one stream followed by decay inside the layer. This hypothesis

explains consistently the major aspects of the data, and is supported by

what is currently known about turbulent mixing.

More specifically, the concentration structures are found to be

highly convoluted but simply connected, without sharp convolutions normal

to the plane of the two-dimensional mean shear layer. Furthermore, the

collisional excitation data shows that there is a simply connected layer

of mixed turbulent fluid that always divides the pure species that come

from the free streams. This has very important implications for turbulent

combustion analysis, since it implies that mixing between essentially

pure material from either stream does not occur; it only occurs between

pure material and molecularly mixed material.
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Finally, the data suggests that turbulent entrainment is one varying

process of nibbling of material in the free stream by the shear layer.

The nibbling is slow in most cases, consistent with one known entrainment

process, but periodically it is greatly amplified locally. This local

amplification adds a large amount of unmixed fluid to the layer rapidly,

a phenomenon long recognized experimentally. However, this process has

been incorrectly explained by large scale engulfing of fluid from the

free stream by the convoluted layer boundary.

These conclusions are plausible but tentative, pending further

work. In any case there is clearly much potential for future advances

in the fundamental understanding of turbulence through examination of

its detailed structures.
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2) \ emission for collisional excitation variation

3) emission for quenching variation

Figure 7 Illustration of Phosphorescing Gas Visualization Variation
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ADVANTAGES

1) eddy and molecular mixing regions are separable

2) direct measure of concentration (not derivatives)

3) an isolated section of the flow can be examined

4) high signal to noise ratio

5) area map (versus point measurement)

6) examination of the instantaneous mixing structure

DISADVANTAGES

1) only low temperature flows

2) low velocity flow required for instantaneous spatial resolution

3) one shot (as opposed to a motion picture)

4) little velocity field information about the structure

5) area map (vs. 3-D map)

6) quantitative analysis of film is difficult

Figure 10 Phosphorescent Gas Visualization Technique Assessment
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APPENDIX I

COLLISIONAL EXCITATION EMISSION DEPENDENCE

*

nB = number of excited benzene molecules per unit volume at lmm benzene

partial pressure; 1% of beam is absorbed over 10cm and the absorption is

proportional to the benzene concentration.

Beam energy = losses x flash energy

= (200 joules) (O. 65) (3 x 10 )(O )-2 (O )

(see Figure 9)

= 8 x 10-6 joules

in lcm 3, for a beam area of 15cm x 1mm:

Energy per cm = (0.001) (1.5) (8 x 10-6) joules

= 1 x 10-8 joules/cm3

0 -19Energy per photon at 2500A = 8 x 10 joules

1 x 1010 photons absorbed

nB = 5 x 1016 molecules/cm3 at 1 atm, 1mm Hg

n* = 2 x 10 7

nB

and inside the mixing layer n 2 x 10-7 local partHg pressure

The collision frequency for the typical butanedione free stream

concentration of lmm is

10 coll/sec (200C)

There are an average of 10 collisions before energy transfer between

a benzene and butanedione molecule takes place.
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Thus in the 100ps flash pulse time, 103 collisions take place between

each excited benzene molecule and a butanedione molecule.

For energy transfer of each excited benzene molecule ten collisions

must take place, so that all of the molecules transfer energy to

butanedione molecules down to about 1% of the free stream butanedione

concentration, since the butanedione concentration is always much greater

than the concentration of excited benzene molecules.
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APPENDIX II

PLANE SHEAR LAYER VISUALIZATION DATA
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